Real-Time Location
Tracking System (RTLS)
for Healthcare
by:

PATIENT TRACKING INSIDE &
OUTSIDE FACILITY

ASSET/BED TRACKING &
MANAGEMENT

Patients are located and displayed on a map of

RTLS technology allows for assets and beds to be
tracked within the facility, while one-touch
icons allow for tracking when beds and assets are
assigned to a patient or have become available.

the healthcare facility from a desktop/laptop or
mobile devices along with details on the distance
to the patient. Core Mobile's one-touch icons on
the CoreyHealth™ application for providers
allows for tracking of patients throughout the
care process in real time and is displayed on
large screen displays at key points in the facility
as well as on the mobile and desktop
applications. Patients may also be located using
handheld patient finders.

STAFF TRACKING
Core Mobile, Inc.'s RLTS capabilities make it
possible to locate an assigned staff for an
operation in real-time, reducing delays and
optimizing OR and equipment utilization. In
addition, mobile devices can also be leveraged
for automated staff attendance including
automated integration with staff attendance
systems. This includes "punch-in time" and
"punch-out" times.

MISSING ASSET SEARCH
CoreyHealth™'s asset finder capabilities allow
staff to search for missing assets throughout the
healthcare facility right from within the
application. By turning on the asset finder,
CoreyHealth™ finds assets no matter where they
are throughout the facility.

UNINTENTIONAL LOSS
PROTECTION
CoreyRTLS allows for theft and unintentional
loss protection as an added function. iPad
receptors are placed at entrances and exits at
healthcare facilities, sensing when assets are
nearing facility exits and alerting staff. Staff can
then view nearby assets and identify where
missing assets are located.

Core Mobile RTLS solution is extendable to include hand hygiene, bed/asset
assignments, asset-patient-location assignment, geo-tracking, geo-fencing
and contact tracing as the need arises during pandemics.
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LEVERAGES & INTEGRATES
WITH EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE
Watch CoreyRTLS Video
for More Information!

Core Mobile has a cost-effective, innovative
approach to RTLS that leverages investments
in infrastructure by the healthcare facility
including existing RTLS readers, beacons,
desktops, laptops, iPads, Android tablets,
WiFi, and Ethernet networks.

LIVE FACILITY MAP
Patients, staff, beds, and assets are located
and displayed on a map of the healthcare
facility from desktop/laptop or mobile
devices along with details on the distance to
the patient, staff, bed, or asset.

MANAGED FROM MOBILE &
DESKTOP APPLICATION
All RTLS functionalities are registered and
managed right from within the
CoreyHealth™ application and
CoreyCommandCenter™ Web Portal.

Core Mobile's solutions integrate with
existing EHR/EMR and ERP systems at
healthcare facilities.

Core Mobile's analytics engine,
CoreyAnalytics™, provides real-time,
historical, and predictive analytics and
reports to better understand inventory
levels, performance, and utilization of
assets in a given facility.

Core Mobile's solution results in improved patient
throughput between 5% and 20%.
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...for happier lives.
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